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Outline
● Origins of active-learning instruction in physics in the USA

● Evolution of research on student learning in physics

● Development of research-based active-learning 
instruction in physics



In 1880 and 1884, two major 
reports were published by the 
U.S. Bureau of Education 
regarding the teaching of physics 
and chemistry throughout the 
United States. Thousands of 
schools were surveyed, and 
hundreds of instructors were 
asked to submit comments. 



Nationwide surveys of science teaching in U.S. schools

Surveys of secondary-school and university teachers of 
chemistry and physics in 1880* and 1884* revealed:

Rapid expansion in use of laboratory instruction

Strong support of “inductive method” of instruction in which 
experiment precedes explicit statement of principles and laws

*F.W. Clarke, A Report on the Teaching of Chemistry and Physics in the United States (1880)

**C.K. Wead, Aims and Methods of the Teaching of Physics (1884)



Nationwide surveys of science teaching in U.S. schools

● Surveys of secondary-school and university teachers of 
chemistry and physics in 1880 and 1884 revealed:

 Rapid expansion in use of laboratory instruction

 Strong support of “inductive method” of instruction for secondary 
school in which experiment precedes explicit statement of 
principles and laws



The “Inductive Method”
Students were guided to deduce general concepts and 
principles through analysis of their own experiments and 
observations.

In the United States in the present day, this general method 
has come to be called “inquiry-based active learning.”



1882: First U.S. secondary-school 
physics textbook to employ the 
“inductive method”



First U.S. “Active-Learning” Physics Textbook (1882): 
A. P. Gage, A Textbook of the Elements of Physics for High Schools and Academies

“The book which is the most conspicuous example now in the 
market of this inductive method is Gage's. Here, although the 
principles and laws are stated, the experiments have preceded 
them; many questions are asked in connection with the 
experiments that tend to make the student active, not passive, 
and allow him to think for himself before the answer is given, if it 
is given at all.”

C.K. Wead,
Aims and Methods of the Teaching of Physics (1884), p. 120.
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E.H. Hall:

“I would keep the pupil just enough in the 
dark as to the probable outcome of his 
experiment, just enough in the attitude of 
discovery, to leave him unprejudiced in 
his observations…the experimenter 
should hold himself in the attitude of 
genuine inquiry.” 

[The Teaching of Chemistry and Physics in the 
Secondary School (A. Smith and E. H. Hall, 1902)]



1950s: A New Beginning

In the 1950s and 1960s, university physicists attempted to 
transform physics instruction in secondary schools



1960: Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC)
• University physicists designed a new secondary school physics course
• The textbook strongly emphasized conceptual understanding
• Laboratory exercises were lightly guided, leaving much up to the student
• PSSC became one of the models for future research-based instruction



Outcome of the 1950s reforms

● The new physics curricula of the 1950s and 1960s had an enormous 
influence on future curriculum development efforts; however…

● …they had only limited effectiveness in improving student learning

● …they were limited to secondary schools, not used in universities

● …they employed active-learning instructional methods, but they 
lacked support from research targeted at students’ thinking in physics.



1950s-1960s: Arnold Arons
During the 1950s, Arnold Arons developed a highly innovative physics 
course at Amherst College, requiring post-secondary students to explain 
their reasoning in great detail. Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC)



Arons to U. Washington; McDermott joins him

• 1968: Arons joined the faculty at the University of Washington to 
develop an inquiry-based physics course for elementary school 
teachers in training.

• 1969: After obtaining her Ph.D. in nuclear physics and beginning 
to teach, Lillian McDermott joined Arons at the University of 
Washington. Together, they created courses and curricular 
materials that used Socratic questioning to build students’ 
conceptual understanding and reasoning skill. 



Beginning of Physics Education Research in USA
1973: Lillian McDermott hired as Assistant Professor at UW; begins to guide Ph.D. 
students in systematic research on the teaching and learning of physics at the university
level, breaking away from secondary-school constraints.



Other early research on physics learning

● Laurence Viennot (1974-79): Research on French university 
physics students

● Robert Karplus (1975): Research to improve physics students’ 
reasoning

● Frederick Reif (1976): Research on physics students’ 
reasoning patterns in order to develop instructional methods for 
improving problem-solving skill



McDermott’s research program
• Recognize that research is required to best decide “the right 

questions to ask” during active-learning instruction.

• Recognize that students’ difficulties often originate from weak 
conceptual understanding and underdeveloped reasoning skills; 
researchers must investigate both simultaneously.

• To investigate students’ thinking in depth, ask them to explain their 
reasoning while engaged in interpreting physics experiments: 
“Individual Demonstration Interview.”

• Develop instructional materials that are rigorously and repeatedly 
tested, to ensure they actually help students learn. 



“Individual Demonstration Interview”: Investigator and student “one-on-one”



Student explains his thinking while carrying out experiment (~1980)



These were among the very first 
articles to report detailed 
research on the learning of 
physics by university students 

1980

1981



Examples of research-based curriculum development:

1. Thermodynamics
2. Buoyancy



Examples of research-based curriculum development:

1. Thermodynamics
2. Buoyancy [Statischer Auftrieb]



Students enrolled in introductory physics courses are 
asked to respond to several questions related to entropy 
and the second law of thermodynamics. Based on an 
analysis of students’ responses, new instructional materials 
are developed.



● Correct answer: The total entropy will increase, as it does in any heat-flow 
process

● Common incorrect response: Most students (71%) think that the entropy will 
remain unchanged.  

Question #1 of 3 questions: 

An object is placed in a thermally insulated room 
that contains air.  The object and the air in the 
room are initially at different temperatures.

Will the total entropy (object + air) increase, 
decrease, or remain the same?
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Analysis of Students’ Reponses
● We found that most introductory students think that the total 

entropy will not change —that the entropy will be “conserved”

● We had not been aware that so many students had this idea

● Through individual interviews with 18 students, we realized that 
students were confusing the terms entropy and energy. They 
had previously learned that “energy is conserved” (total energy 
can not change in an isolated system)

● We developed instructional materials to help students 
understand why entropy would increase in this process



Insulated block at THInsulated block at 
TL

Conducting Rod

Consider a slow heat transfer process between two large metal 
blocks at different temperatures, connected by a thin metal pipe.

Does total energy change during the process?
Does total entropy change during the process?

“Two-blocks” Instructional Worksheet (“Tutorial”) 

[No]
[Yes]



Students find that the entropy gain of the low-temperature block is 
larger than the entropy loss of high-temperature block, so:

total entropy increases

Students are guided to apply this entropy equation:

∆S = Q/T

∆S = change in entropy
Q = thermal energy transfer
T = temperature
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What do we gain from research on student learning?

● We learn why students give certain specific responses to our 
questions, that is, the method by which they arrive at their answers.

● We learn the precise nature of students’ ideas related to specific 
science concepts, both potentially productive ideas and potentially 
misleading or unproductive ideas.

● We learn the prevalence of specific student ideas within broad 
categories of student populations: how widespread are they?



How do we apply research on student learning?

● We design sequences of questions that help students reason 
effectively about specific difficult concepts.

● We monitor and test the reactions of students to see whether 
their reasoning is proceeding along productive lines.

● We continually assess effectiveness of our instructional 
materials, and revise and re-assess to improve their utility.



Examples of research-based curriculum development:

1. Thermodynamics
2. Buoyancy



Examples of research-based curriculum development:

1. Thermodynamics
2. Buoyancy







[This example is based on a published paper:]



water

Blocks of equal volume, different mass

Blocks are held underneath water surface and released





Explanation:

● The blocks all have the same volume, but different densities

● Blocks will either sink to bottom or float to top, depending on whether 
their density is larger or smaller than that of water

● A maximum of only one single block can be suspended in the water 
without sinking or floating (if its density is exactly equal to that of water)



Possible correct responses:



Common student incorrect response:



Students’ written explanations indicate conceptual difficulties 

● Many students think incorrectly that the upward (buoyant) force on the 
submerged object is proportional to the object’s mass, instead of its volume

● Students often apply Newton’s laws incorrectly, not realizing that unless the 
upward buoyant force and the downward weight force are exactly equal, the 
object must float upward or sink down.



“Tutorials in Introductory Physics”: 
Research-based instructional materials for classroom use

● Tutorials are printed worksheets, developed through research on 
students’ specific ideas and reasoning patterns

● Students work in groups of 3-4 on worksheets that pose a series of 
carefully sequenced questions; experiments are sometimes done

● Tutorial instructors ask additional questions intended to help students 
arrive at the answers themselves

● The overall goal is to guide students through the reasoning needed to 
construct and apply fundamental concept and principles



Tutorial in Introductory Physics at the University of Colorado 



Tutorial on buoyancy, 
developed, assessed, and 
revised through research on 
students’ reasoning.

Guides students through a 
careful analysis of the forces 
acting on a submerged object, 
and its resulting motion.



Testing and revision of instructional materials

● After using preliminary version of tutorial, students’ score on assessment 
questions is improved (55% correct compared to 35% correct); however:

● Further research indicates that students are confused about Archimedes’ 
principle relating upward buoyant force to weight of “displaced” water 

● Tutorial is revised with additional demonstration relating volume of displaced 
water to volume of the object

● Revised tutorial yields improved student scores (75% correct) on assessment 
problem



Iterative process of instructional materials development

1. Carry out research on students’ ideas about physical phenomena
2. Develop preliminary instructional materials based on the research
3. Assess effectiveness of instructional materials
4. Carry out further research to examine students’ thinking in greater depth
5. Development of revised and updated instructional materials to reflect 

additional research
6. Further assessment of effectiveness of revised instructional materials
7. Publication of materials; dissemination to other instructors and schools



Assessment questions require 
students to explain their reasoning



Research results are published 
in professional journals 



Iterative process of instructional materials development

1. Carry out research on students’ ideas about physical phenomena
2. Develop preliminary instructional materials based on the research
3. Assess effectiveness of instructional materials
4. Carry out further research to examine students’ thinking in greater depth
5. Develop revised and updated instructional materials to reflect additional 

research
6. Further assess the effectiveness of revised instructional materials
7. Publish materials; disseminate to other instructors and schools







Longitudinal study: Long-term impacts of Tutorials

● Students in a upper-level electricity and magnetism course who had used Tutorials 
in Introductory Physics in their freshman introductory course had better course 
grades and higher scores on a conceptual test than students who had taken 
introductory courses that did not use Tutorials.



Scores on “BEMA” diagnostic assessment test after taking upper-level Electricity and Magnetism: 
Scores higher for “Tutorials” group. (Final course grades were equal or better in Tutorials group.)

[“Tutorials” group experienced University of Washington Tutorials during their freshman physics course; the “No 
Tutorials” group did not experience Tutorials.]

S. Pollock (2009), Phys. Rev. PER



Research-based tutorials developed 
by the University of Maryland



McDermott’s final work—the 2021 book “A View From 
Physics.”

More recently, an international handbook on all aspects 
of physics education research and research-based 
instruction has been released by AIP Publishing:





Several valuable books on research-based instruction in physics



Other models of research-based active learning in physics

● The research model developed and implemented by Lillian 
McDermott at the University of Washington has been extremely 
successful. However, it is relatively slow and resource-intensive, 
requiring long-term collaboration of research teams of professors, 
post-doctoral researchers, and graduate students. Many other models 
have been employed with success over the past 50 years.

● A central feature of all research-based work in physics education is 
that there must be tools to investigate and assess students’ thinking. 
So-called “diagnostic assessment instruments” of all types have been 
developed.



One of the most widely used and influential assessments of 
physics concept knowledge has been the “Force Concept 
Inventory” (FCI), published in 1992

The FCI was based on research on students’ 
ideas by Halloun and Hestenes (1985):



The current version 
contains 30 “multiple-
choice” questions





X



Fractional score gain on Force Concept Inventory

Traditional lecture-
based courses

Courses using 
research-based active-
learning instruction

Low score gain High score gain



Fractional score gain on Force Concept Inventory

Low score gain High score gain

Much higher gains on assessment test for 
courses that used active-learning instruction





https://www.physport.org/





What are the primary characteristics of research-
based active-learning instruction in physics?





What is “Research-based Active-Learning Instruction”?
(as defined by Meltzer and Thornton, 2012)

● It is explicitly based on research in teaching and learning of a 
specific discipline

● Incorporates activities that require students to express their 
thinking through speaking, writing, or other actions

● Tested repeatedly and shows evidence of improved student 
learning

 All examples cited in this paper include published evidence of 
effectiveness, generally using a variety of diagnostic tests.









Some common characteristics of research-based 
active-learning instruction (Meltzer and Thornton, 2012)



A. Instruction is informed and explicitly guided by 
research on student learning

● Various diagnostic instruments are used to explore and 
assess students’ thinking

● Curriculum development is guided and assessed by 
continuing research



B. Specific student ideas are elicited and addressed

● A wide variety of methods has been used to draw out 
students’ ideas and build curriculum and instruction 
around those ideas

● One example: University of Washington Tutorials



We know from research that students have great 
difficulty with Newton’s third law—that the forces 
that A and B exert on each other are equal and 
opposite—so students are asked to state their 
answer explicitly and explain their reasoning.





Click for YouTube video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSFtkEIrEMc&t=5s


C. Students are encouraged to “figure things out for 
themselves”

● Ask “leading questions” to guide students in a certain 
direction, before providing detailed formulations of 
generalized principles

● Ask students to offer predictions regarding the outcome of 
experiments, to debate various hypotheses, and to test 
them through experimentation  





D. Students engage in a variety of problem-solving 
activities during class time 
● Hands-on experiments
● Questions requiring quantitative and/or qualitative 

responses 
● Multiple-choice conceptual questions answered with a 

classroom communication system







(E. Mazur, 1997) 

Pioneering, extremely influential work: 
described method for interactive lectures 
accompanied by large number of conceptual, 
non-quantitative questions



Click for YouTube video

https://youtu.be/mPPSh7P_fQs


Free, easy-to-use 
classroom communication 
interface (students log in 
on phones or laptops): 
https://www.vevox.com/



E. Students express their reasoning explicitly

● Students can express their reasoning:
 Verbally, with instructors and other students
 In writing (or electronically), on worksheets and homework



F. Students often work together in small groups

● Group work helps students express their own thinking, 
and comment on and critique each other’s thinking



Tutorial in Introductory Physics at the University of Colorado 



G. Students receive rapid feedback

● “Rapid” may mean minute-to-minute, or even faster
● Feedback from instructors through frequent questions and 

answers
● Feedback from fellow students through small-group 

interactions





Tutorial in Introductory Physics at the University of Colorado 



H. Qualitative reasoning and conceptual thinking is 
emphasized

● Non-quantitative means of problem solving are 
emphasized to strengthen students’ understanding of 
fundamental concepts



I. Problems are posed in a wide variety of contexts 
and representations

● Problem-solving and investigative activities are expressly 
designed to incorporate diagrammatic, graphical, pictorial, 
verbal, and other means of representing ideas and posing 
questions, and they are deliberately set in widely diverse 
physical contexts.



J. Instruction frequently incorporates use of actual
physical systems in problem solving

● Whenever practical, students are guided to answer 
questions and solve problems by engaging in hands-on 
activities with real objects



K. Instruction emphasizes the need to reflect on 
one’s own problem-solving practice

● checking results frequently during the problem-solving process; 
● considering alternative solution methods;
● performing final checks of the reasonableness and consistency 

of results; 
● searching for coherent patterns; 



L. Instruction emphasizes linking of concepts into 
well-organized hierarchical structures

● Expert-like thinking requires both links among concepts 
and ready access to appropriate concepts through a well-
organized hierarchical “filing system”



Well-organized hierarchical knowledge organization 

Disconnected, incoherent knowledge elements  



Example (F. Reif): Mechanics Overview

Motion (v, a, etc.)

System

Interactions (Fgrav, Felec, etc.)

Mechanics Laws

dP/dt = Fext dL/dt = τext E= Woth



M. Instruction integrates both appropriate content
and appropriate behaviors

● “Content” refers to instructional materials and activities 
that are explicitly guided by knowledge of students’ 
specific thinking patterns and learning behaviors

● “Behaviors” refer to in-class problem-solving activities 
based on collaborative learning and rapid feedback



Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model



https://www.physport.org/



Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model

Transformation of intermediate course on Electricity and Magnetism

● Primary aspects of the transformation:
 Instruction guided by previous research on student learning of course topics 

 Interactive elements introduced during lectures

 Redesign of homework to emphasize qualitative elements

 Optional weekly tutorial sessions (group work on research-based worksheets)

● Observed outcomes:
 Improved performance on concept-focused exam 

 Equal or better performance on traditional quantitative/calculational problems



Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model

Transformation of intermediate course on Electricity and Magnetism

● Primary aspects of the transformation:
 Instruction guided by previous research on student learning of course topics 
 Interactive elements introduced during lectures

 Redesign of homework to emphasize qualitative elements

 Optional weekly tutorial sessions (group work on research-based worksheets)

● Observed outcomes:
 Improved performance on concept-focused exam 

 Equal or better performance on traditional quantitative/calculational problems



Research on Student Learning of E&M

• S. Chasteen, R. Pepper, M. Caballero, S. Pollock, and K. Perkins, Colorado Upper-Division Electrostatics 
diagnostic: A conceptual assessment for the junior level, Phys. Rev. ST Phys. Educ. Res. 8 (2), 020108 
(2012).

• R. Pepper, S. Chasteen, S. Pollock, and K. Perkins, Observations on student difficulties with mathematics 
in upper-division electricity and magnetism, Phys. Rev. ST Phys. Educ. Res. 8 (1), 010111 (2012).

• S. Pollock and B. Wilcox, Upper-Division Students' Use of Separation of Variables, presented at the 
Physics Education Research Conference 2015, College Park, MD, 2015.

• C. Wallace and S. Chasteen, Upper-division students' difficulties with Ampère's law, Phys. Rev. ST Phys. 
Educ. Res. 6 (2), 020115 (2010).

• B. Wilcox, M. Caballero, R. Pepper, and S. Pollock, Upper-division student understanding of Coulomb's 
law: Difficulties with continuous charge distributions, presented at the Physics Education Research 
Conference 2012, Philadelphia, PA, 2012.

• B. Wilcox and S. Pollock, Upper-division student difficulties with the Dirac delta function, Phys. Rev. ST 
Phys. Educ. Res. 11 (1), 010108 (2015).



Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model

Transformation of intermediate course on Electricity and Magnetism

● Primary aspects of the transformation:
 Instruction guided by previous research on student learning of course topics 

 Interactive elements introduced during lectures
 Redesign of homework to emphasize qualitative elements

 Optional weekly tutorial sessions (group work on research-based worksheets)

● Observed outcomes:
 Improved performance on concept-focused exam 

 Equal or better performance on traditional quantitative/calculational problems



Interactive elements introduced during lectures

● “Clickers” [classroom communication system; students respond to 
instructor questions] 

● Student work on small whiteboards 

● Computer simulations accessed by students



Examples of “Clicker” questions



What is the divergence of this vector field in 
the boxed region?

A) Zero
B) Not zero
C) ???

1.
5



A Gaussian surface which is not a sphere 
has a single charge (q) inside it, not at the 
center. There are more charges outside. 
What can we say about total electric flux 
through this surface ?

A) It is q/0
B) We know what it is, but it is NOT q/0
C) Need more info/details to figure it out.


E  d


a 



An infinite rod has uniform charge density 
. What is the direction of the E field at the 
point P shown?

Origin

P
A) 

B)
C)

2.17



Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model

Transformation of intermediate course on Electricity and Magnetism

● Primary aspects of the transformation:
 Instruction guided by previous research on student learning of course topics 

 Interactive elements introduced during lectures

 Redesign of homework to emphasize qualitative elements
 Optional weekly tutorial sessions (group work on research-based worksheets)

● Observed outcomes:
 Improved performance on concept-focused exam 

 Equal or better performance on traditional quantitative/calculational problems



Redesign of homework assignments: 
Emphasize qualitative elements

● sketching diagrams

● plotting graphs

● describing mathematical solutions in words

● explaining reasoning



Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model

Transformation of intermediate course on Electricity and Magnetism

● Primary aspects of the transformation:
 Instruction guided by previous research on student learning of course topics 

 Interactive elements introduced during lectures
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 Optional weekly tutorial sessions (group work on research-based worksheets)

● Observed outcomes:
 Improved performance on concept-focused exam 

 Equal or better performance on traditional quantitative/calculational problems





Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model

Transformation of intermediate course on Electricity and Magnetism

● Primary aspects of the transformation:
 Instruction guided by previous research on student learning of course topics 

 Interactive elements introduced during lectures

 Redesign of homework to emphasize qualitative elements

 Optional weekly tutorial sessions (group work on research-based worksheets)

● Observed outcomes:
 Improved performance on concept-focused exam 
 Equal or better performance on traditional quantitative/calculational problems



Improved performance on concept-focused exam

Scores on concept-focused posttest:
 Students in standard courses: 44% ±1.6%
 Students in transformed courses: 57% ±1.3%



Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model

Transformation of intermediate course on Electricity and Magnetism

● Primary aspects of the transformation:
 Instruction guided by previous research on student learning of course topics 

 Interactive elements introduced during lectures

 Redesign of homework to emphasize qualitative elements

 Optional weekly tutorial sessions (group work on research-based worksheets)

● Observed outcomes:
 Improved performance on concept-focused exam 

 Equal or better performance on traditional quantitative/calculational problems



● Both high-performing “A” students and low-performing “C” and “D” students 
had higher assessment scores in the transformed course

● Students rated tutorials and clicker questions as both enjoyable and useful for 
learning

● Instructors found both tutorials and clicker questions useful in gaining insight 
into student difficulties, and enjoyable to use

Upper-level instruction: University of Colorado model:
Other observations



Other models for active learning in upper-level instruction

[Extension of University of 
Washington Tutorials to upper-level 
instruction in quantum mechanics 
and electricity and magnetism]



Other models for active learning in upper-level instruction

“Paradigms in Physics”
(Oregon State University)
https://paradigms.oregonstate.edu/



Other models for active learning in upper-level instruction

“Paradigms in Physics”
(Oregon State University)
https://paradigms.oregonstate.edu/



Graduate-level instruction:



Graduate-level instruction: Ohio State University model



Graduate-level instruction: Ohio State University model



https://www.physport.org/



Graduate-level instruction: Ohio State University model
Transformation of graduate courses for Ph.D. students

● Primary aspects of the transformation of the quantum mechanics course:
 About 30% of enrolled students attended optional weekly “Guided Group Work” (GGW) sessions

 Group work consisted of questions ranging from conceptual to calculational

 Some sessions strongly guided with printed tutorials; other present problems to solve

 Group work problems, questions, and tutorials are based in part on research on student learning

group work sessions
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● Observed outcomes:
 Graduate students engaged in more expert-like problem-solving practices than undergraduates

 Graduate students required and benefitted from greater autonomy and self-guidance than undergraduates

 Student performance on assessments was positively correlated with number of sessions attended

 Both low-performing and high-performing students benefitted from the group work sessions
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Summary

● Research-based active-learning in physics incorporates an extremely wide 
range of diverse instructional methods, curricular materials, and classroom 
contexts. 

● Common characteristics include a basis in research on student learning, 
student activities and speaking during class time, and rapid feedback. 

● Multiple measures demonstrate the effectiveness of this form of instruction in 
improving student learning.

● Each instructor must determine how best to adapt this form of instruction to 
their own students, classroom context, and personal instructional style.




